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Onward and upward

New Commuter Center forges ahead
by Maxine Levey
The Commuter Center is
finally taking shape, and it's
not a minute too soon. -Increased enrollment has emphasized the need for more
recreation space for students.

A state school cannot, by
Jaw, provide lounging areas
and special services that we
do have them at UNI is due to
the efforts of, the Commuter
Center Board, which provides
lockers, the service desk, the
Book Nook, a photocopy serWhat exactly is a Comvice, the red megaforms, the
muter Center? It is comparagame room, and the day care
ble to the student union that
center.
most other colleges and uni"These facilities have been
versities have, which will
inadequate for several years,"
provide many services in one
said Commuter Center Direcarea, such as a bookstore,
tor Cliff Harralson. The Book
recreational facilities, food
Nook is inconvenient; the
services, _and a convenience
cafeteria is too small; there
center for sundry items. Priisn't enough room for exhibits
ces are usually lower that in
and special events.
t he general community, and
Therefore, the Commuter
the profits are channeled back · Center was designed to fulfill
to the students.
the needs of an ever growing

student population.
Plans include a "Media
It is a three-level structure,
Row" on the lower level
joined to the south end of the
where the Print, Beehive
school, to correspond to the . (yearbook) photo Jabs and
three levels in the present
WZRD, the radio station, will
facility.
be located.
The mezzanine (above the
The cafeteria and buffeteria
cafeteria) will be turned over . will be turned into a large·
to large student organizations
bookstore.
such as the Student Senate
A large multifunction room
and CCAB, and to general
will make it possible to accoclub facilities, such as the
moda te large activities of
several days duration (e.g.
duplicating service and the
carnivals, . art fairs, special
mailboxes. Representatives of
clubs have met three times · exhibits) without displacing
people to other areas, as is
and submitted their requests
in wr iting for the developnow the case. It will have a
ment of this area.
partition and movable stages.
An a d-hoc committee on
The Commuter Center will
construction and remodeling
pi:ovide six meeting rooms,
is making plans fo r t he r emolounge areas, a ticket office,
deling of the present fa cility.
and eating space . to serve a
capacity of 600 persons. Provisions were made for a pub,
providing state law approves
the selling of wine and beer on
campus.
This bijilding will be paid
for by the students; it is for
their convenience and enjoyment. The state contributed
the land, and a small federal
grant from the department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) was obtained to
help with tpe fina ncing. Bonds
have been sold by t he Board
of Governors, and to repa:y
this debt, students ar e assessed $15.00 per trimester.
The construction of the
building is on schedule, according to Harralson despite
the usual problems that are
encountered when building

Commuter Center grows in the midst of UNl's overcrowded campus [Photo by Pat O'Brien]

There weren't any brass bands,
animal acts or trapeze artists involved,
but the Student Activity Festival is
going to be one of the great 'circuses'
to remember at Northeastern.
Twenty - two Northeastern clubs and
other interested students set up tables
on either side of the cafeteria on Sept.
12. The groups weren't exactly selling
anything, bu t there was defini tely a
product involved - themselves.
T he long summers at Northeastern
always seem to drain energy and
populace from most UNI clubs. With
the first days of the new semester most
club president's begin giving the new
students , freshmen and perhaps a few
UNI - vets the eye towards building up
t heir ranks.
John Barwick, president of the
Student Activity Council and the
administrator of the fair said that this
year's fair developed into one of the
best efforts he has seen at Northeastern. The Council's plans this year
involved several contests to augment
"...

such a structure. He said the
cement strike only delayed
fhe work slightly. Since most
of the cement work was
completed before the strike,
the workers were able to
erect 80% of the · steel during
- the strike. Plans were altered
a little to accomodate that
difficulty. The major problem,
however, was the steel shortage,
because
the
mills
wouldn't commit themselves
to a definate delivery date.
The steel order expected in
March arrived i.n June, causing other plans to be varied
accordingly. Hopefully, this
won't delay the projected
completion date of September,
1975.
"I am very pleased with the
location of the Commuter
Center, for it will be the very
center of campus," said
Harralson
enthusiastically.
"People won't have to go out
of their way to get a cup of
coffee or buy a notebook.
· Students need more "living
space," where they can relax
between classes, and socialize
in areas designed for just that
purpose."
When sufficient facilities
ar e available, more varied
activities can be offered more
frequently than now.
Hopefully, this will involve
students more in the university, and provide a collegiate
atmosphere that a commuter
school
like
Northeastern
doesn't have at the present
time.

1

the clubs' participation.
J. Fred MacDonald, UNI pop
culturist sponsored a record contest in
the North Dining Hall. The first to
guess · the disc's identity won the
record. Long after the last club's
recru itment table was abandoned,
MacDonald was still entertaining a
large crowd in the cafeteria.

Many of the club members who
participated in t he event said that
many people had signed up for more
information regarding t he organizations , but most . club presidents
interviewed said that many people who
had signed UP. had done it on impulse.
They felt that most of the people who
had signed up would later change their
minds about staying with the activity.
One confused girl who signed up to join
the Print staff thought that she had
put her name on the Print's mailing
list. While she wanted the Print at
home, she didn't want to make a spare
time home of the Print.

A FAIR TO REMEMBER [Photo by Kevin Ramon]
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letters
Thinks pardon
the best thing now
'
Dear Editor:
In Response to your recent
editorial "pardon - a sad
answer to a slick . caper" I
would like to say that I agree
whole-heartily with your uncompassionate stand toward
Richard Nixon. I believe ,
however, that it would be
more fruitful to take. a long
range view of , this situation.
Can we afford to force judicial
action in this matter when any
guilty verdict would carry
with it some sort of meaningless, light sentence (rember
the Agnew trail). At this point
in his life Nixon is /no more
than a pathetic harmless fig-_
ure. It seems to me that our
dollars could be better spent.
On the other side of the
issue sits Gerald Ford. Many
people are up in arms over his
Nixon pardon. This is perhaps
the best thing that could
happen ·to the American pu-.

editorial
I

It's time to remove the conditions from
amnesty. The amnesty proposal announced by
the Ford administration is a politically, legally,
and now more than ever, morally unsound
doctrine. Thousands of men evaded the draft by
faking illnesses, injuries, family demands, by
going into the reserves or doing anything else
they could think of to keep themselves from the
service, including the exercise of that mighty
invention - political clout.
Those without clout either went to jail, went
underground, or left the country, decisions that
may have been just as difficult to make as the
decision to participate in an obviously illegal,
not to mention insane war.
The arguments against unconditional amnes, ty revolve basically around the issue of fairness.
It will be unfair to those wounded or kil,led in
battle to let the people who refused to fight
come home. It will be unfair to those who have
already spent years in prison for draft

resistance fo allow men who ran from the law to
I
return unnunished.
It is strange that all this talk of fairness
should stem
from the Vietnam War. War is not
I
a fair thing. If we tried to give justice to all the
people hurt or destroyed by this war, we could
work fro~I now until the end of time and never
finish. The object of amnesty is not to forgive,
but to forget. The American people are called on
daily to forget the sins of their leaders in the
W aterga:te scandal. The least the government
can do i.n return is forget the trespasses of its
people who chose to follow their consciences and
proved to be right ... only they were right too
soon. •
We never really found out why we were in
Vietnam in the first place. There is equally little
information to explain why 50,000 Americans
were killed there as there is to :Xplain why it
was illegal for 40,000 Americans to give up
everyihing rather than fight a war that made no
sense.;

blic.
The Nixon trait which hurt
our country most was not so
much his criminal activity but
his innate ability to cover it
· up. This cost the taxpayers
countless dollars in investigative and judicial expenses. It
also . gave Mr. Nixon the
familiar nick name Tricky
Dicky.
All of this brings me to the
conclusion that Gerald Ford
did us all a favor by pardoning
Nixon. We can now see where·
his sympathies lie. With this
we can deal with him at the
polls without the dark cloud of
deception cast by most contemporary politicians.
Yours Truly
Rich Brims
WZRD RADIO
Post Script: The opmions
expressed above belong to
Rich Brims' and do not r·eflect
the views of WZRD staff or
management.

Big hassles small recognition
·fO: The Print
A word to future Northeastern graduates: Don't expect
honors recognition (cum laude,
magna cum laude, summa cum
laude) on your diploma. It is a
"hassle" for the printer - and
a school policy that recognition on that little piece of
paper that you did work
harder than average isn't
important. It doesn't matter
that most other universities
recognize honor students on
diplomas - Northeastern has
.a school policy!
Another school policy which
isn't publicized is the one
.concerning minor programs
offered in the various departmen ts. This might come as a

shock to • most of you
minors are not recognized at
Northeastern. The Evaluations
Office does not evaluate credit
earned toward a minor (not
even those stinky methods
·courses). And nowhere on your
school records will it say that
you have completed \(faith.fully!) the requirements for a
minor.
So - fellow students work hard for your diploma work to get these idiotic
'school policies ' changed.
·someone is being saved a few
;hours of paper work - after
the rest of us complete our
)our years of paper work.
Susan Johnston
June 1974 graduate

I

The Print is the campus
newspaper for · Northeastern Illinois University.
Published weekly,
this
paper is paid for by
student fees and is largely
the work of Northeastern
students. Material published herein is not to be
confused with views expressed by -the University
administration. Print is
located in E-214, phone
583-4050, ext. 459.

Print Staff
·
I

Editor: Pat O'Brien ;
Managing the Editor:
Paula Levy
News Editor: Jean lkezoe
Arts Editor: Tom /W olferman
!
.. Sports Editor: Paulihe Phillips
· Business Manager: Kevin
Ramon
Cartoonist: Margaret Drewko
Cartoonist Emeritus : Jeff
Castrovillari

Staff: Al Bardelas, Jeff
Clever, Ester Hamer ,
Sherry Hansen, Robert
'\
Kosinski, Gerri Leffner,
Maxine Levey, Mindy
Ochstein, Miguel Sola,
-·:
George Tafelski, Robert
Trahan, Anna Maria
~e_zzetta,_ Mary Robandt,
J9~--~ynn. ,
Faculty Consultant:
Liebow

/

Want a change in your lunchtime routine?
Go Chinese - American dishes, too.
Lunch served to all students at all hours.

Ely
_3411 W. Bryn Mawr Ave.

20, September, 1974
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announcements ·

Science Bldg~ moves cause
departmental friction

TEACHER EDUCATION REFRESHER WORKSHOP will
be held October 2 and 8 at 4 p.m. in S-101 to prepare senior,
student and in-service teachers for the National · Teachers
E xamination, scheduled for November 9. For information contact
the Educational Foundations Dept ., Rm. 4-011.

by Pat O'Brien and
Robert J. Kosinski

TESTIFY a t the Illinois H ouse of Represent atives public hearing
Moving pains ar e not very
on Long-Term Student Loans at the State Capitol Building in
pleasant for any of us, but it
Springfield on Sept ember 25. The all-day hearing will examine
seems that at Northeaster,
problems facing students under the present situation and study . when a major rearrangement
alternative fu nding me t hods . Co11_tact Allen Grosboll,
217 /782-5536.

change their rooms without
t heir consent . But the problem that had caused t heir
resp ect ive room changes went
beyond t he scope of just t he
Psychology Depar t ment.
·
Dr. Randy Hudson, Dean of

He also said t hat be would
· "possibly" file charges wit h
the police,. against those responsible for what he called a
"deliberate at tempt at harrassment ."
said that th .
Hu dson

A PLANNING SESSION is being planned and offered by the
Women's Programs C-524. Women feeling belittled, bewildered,
beside themselves or going to pieces are invited to get it together
with the group on Tuesday, October 1, 1:00 p.m. in S-113.
THE CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER is holding a party
tonight, Friday, Sept. 20, at 7:30 p.m. All students are invited to
attend. Come alone or bring a friend. $1.00 admission fee but the
snacks and beer are free . The Catholic Student Center is located
two blocks from UNI at 5450 Kimball.
"--

MASS ON THE ROCKS will be held, on Saturday, Sept. 21 a t
8:30 p. m. Mass wil be celebrated on the rocks at Foster Beach.
Please join us!
VOLUNTEE RS ARE NEEDED to work with multiply
handicapped you ths, ages 14-21. People are needed in t he
mornings from 10 to noon. Other hours can be arranged . For
more information contact t he North Center fo r Handicapped,
3620 W. Wrightwood, 736-6724.

l

HEALTH INSURANCE is available to full time students.
Healt h Service has applications and descriptive brochures which
gives more information.
S ingl e Plan -

$18.40

Student & Spouse - $43.00
Student & Depent:lents - $73.60
The deadline for buying insurance is September 30. In order to
buy insurance you must be full time student taking 7 credit hours
or more.

TENNIS ANYONE? Anybody interested in coming out for
varsity tennis should con tact Mr. Faloona in the gym.
MILLER ANALOGIES TEST - The Miller Analogies Test is
. required for all students in a Master's degree program at UNI. It
is recommended that the test be taken before the student has
completed six (6) hours in a program. Reservations mus·t be made
in advance. Call Barbara Gordon at JU3-4050, ext. 326 fro~ 9:00
a.m.-3:00 p.m.
The test will be administrated on the following dates:
Monday, September 23, S-101, 7:00 p.m.-9 :00 p.m.
Wednesday, September 25, 8~102, 7:00 p.m.-9 :00 p.m.
Saturday, September 28, S-101, 10:00 a.m.-12 :00 p.m.
Tuesday , October 1, S-101 , 7:_00 p .m.-9:00 p.m.

ALPHA CHI EPSILON is having a get-acquainted smoker on
Wed. Sept. 25 , at 8 p.m. at 2925 W. Gregory St. The purpose is
to introduce new and returning students to t he only fra ternity on
campus. The group invites those interested to meet the brothers
and alumni. Refreshments.

NATIONAL TEACHERS EXAM will be given on Nov. 9,
1974 at Northeastern. Information regarding deadlines and
registration procedures for this important exam may be obtained ·
from the Northeastern Placement office.

STUDENT TEACHING hopefuls for the J anuary '75
trimester must submit applica tions for admissions to the College
Education no later than October 7, 1974. Admission to the College
of E ducation is required for student teaching .

GOT A STORY YOU THINK MIGHT INTEREST OTHER
STUD ENTS OR FACULTY? Call one of the editors of the Print,. Ext. 459 and share it with us. An intersting story to you might
be written into an informative article for others.

Academic Freedom and Welfare Council Chairman Thomas
"One of the silliest things that ever happened .. ."

Farr brands office moves hassle,

t he College of Arts and moves were merely changes
of offices occurred in t he
Sciences, said t hat a major and t hat none of those moved
Scie nce Building, . r eal problems have ·erupted.
change in the configuration of · were placed in a position of
Th e problems be gan mid- · t he psychology department having no office. He also said
way th1>ough the summer,
was necessary because of that most of t he moves wer~
according t o most , of the ; changes within other depart- actually beneficial to some of
par ties involved, when it bements in t he building. He said t he professors, because t hey
ca me known that seven adt hat t he aim was to place t he were give n better rooms than
ditional faculty and staff memBusiness and Economics de- those which they had prebers would have to be given
partments into a single bank viously occupied. When asked
if the
rooms given to
offices in the overcrowded • of offices.
"This caused a kind of Shervanian were adequate for
structur e.
domino · effect,"
explains his needs in his new ComA total of 21 moves were
municat ive Disorders proHudson, "and t he gap left by
made in t he var ious departments. I n most cases, t here
t he other second floor depar t - gram, Hudson said:
"No, but t he rooms he had
ments was filled by assigning
wer e no ser ious problems
on t he t hird floor were n't
involved, but in a few inst hree offices to Shervania n."
adequate either. The new
Sher vanian maintained that
tances, the room changes have
rooms ar e simply a change for
he had not been given suffiresu lted in an unpleasant stir
Shervanian without being
cient notice regarding the
of emotions, and has br ought
either better or worse."
moves. He said that he didn't
up a touchy question rtigardThe moves wer e prot ested
know anything about his asing faculty rights.
through
the Academic Freesignm ent to room 221-A, and
Some of t he major problems
dom and Welfare Council at
that he had not been supplied
. occurred in t he Psychology
its meetings of August 13 and
with a key to that office. He
. Department ,regarding the
Sept. 12, _ 1974. Chairman
said that unlawful moves had
moves
of
Drs.
Christy
Thomas Farr (Polit . Sci.) said .
been made regarding his perShervanian and Ruth Ellis,
t hat the office moves issue
sonal office equipme nt and
both professors of psychology.
was "one of the silliest things
belongings and he summoned
The two teachers ar gued that
that ever happened, and it's
they were being moved
Chicago Police and UNI security to the scene to make a
against their will and t hat the
[cont. on page 4)
for mal complaint, on Sept. 10.
department had no right to
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harrowing experience

UM by wheelchair
by Jean Ikezoe
,
t!t
'
As you go from one class to ano_t)ier
''you get very scared very fast' ', says a
Nort heastern student who is confined
~o a wheelchair. During the past year
8YAD (College Yquth Against Disabiities) has been trying to get the UNI
administration to initiate changes that
·vould make the school more easily
:,cc .. ssible to handicapped students. I
,ecently had the opportunity to explore
' he 3Chool in a wheelchair to see what
'cind of problems these students face.
l started by trip at Health Services,
t1ccompanied by Rocco Cimmarusti,
;;YAD's execut ive Vice President, who
{aYe me instructions on how to operate
I.he wheelchair. As soon as I was able
1.0 m ve arou'nd , I tried to get out of the
1xiL near Healt h Services. Getting out
his door, or any other door in t he:
cho 1 which is ~lightly raised by a
·netal strip , is a large problem t han
1nos t people would imagine: A person
, ,alking would simply step over t he
1.trip, but if you're in a wheelchair you
:mve to turn your chair around and go
I hrough the door backwards. If
, omeone does'ii't hold the door open for
\'OU, it is nearly impossible to either

leave or enter the school.
The Science Building may look nice
and convenient to the average person,
but to a disabled person it's an obstacle ·
course. Since I could not walk through
the " pit" , which is the shortest way to
get to the other side of the building, I
had to go all the way around the
corridor, a long and tedious journey
that a disabled person must take every
day to reach the elevator, the
washroom, or a classroom on the f~r
side of the building. During the
beginning of t his year the elevator was
out of order for six weeks, making it
impossible for most disabled students
to attend t heir classes on the upper
floors.
I tried to get a drink of water from a
third floor fountain and found t hat I
could press t he button for water but
coulcln 't lift myself ou t of t he chair
high enough to get a drink. The
washrooms are also built in such a way
that disabled people have difficulty
using t hem. St alls for t he disabled are
located at the fur thest end of the
washroom. When I t ried t o wheel
toward the stall, my chair became
stuck in t he drainage grating on the

that the ramps in the Science Building,
and is meant specifically for wheelchair
use.
Rocco Cimmarusti and John Cunningham, treasurer of CY AD, say that
disabled members of CY AD try to live
by the " principle of independence".
How can people be independent when
they are faced with steep ramps and
broken elevators? Perhaps Cunningham's comment describes the situation
best : " They (the adminstrat ion ) will
talk, but when it comes to action--nothing ."
Being in a wheelchair made me feel
both anger and frustration. I could not
accomplish many simple t hings because of t he way structures at UNI a re
built. It is very difficult to use t he
library and the assembly hall, and
disabled people cannot get to any
offices above t he cafeteria; t hings most
of us take for granted. Considering all
these obstacles, it is very easy to
co nclud e tha t t he di s abled are
discriminated against at UNI.
And yet, Nort heastern is supposed
to be t he best college in t he city in
terms of aiding disabled students. I
would hate to see the worst .

floor and I needed help to get out. The
only things that are easily accessible in
the washrooms are the sinks.
Instead of taking the elevator
downstairs we decided to go down the
ramp. Looking down the ramp was a
very frightening experience. No mountain could have looked any steeper. A
person in a wheelchair can't possibly
get down the ramps in the Science
Building alone. And a per;on guiding a
wheelchair down the ramp must have a
considerable amount of strength. If he
s hould acciden t ally let g o , the
wheelchair and its rider would go flying
into the concrete railing .
As I left t he Science Building, I
slowly let myself down the concrete
incline and wheeled across t he street.
Once again I got stuck, this time in a
depression in the cement. As I was
trying to get out, a car came down the
street and had to stop because -I was in
the way. If the car had been speeding , I
probably would have been hit.
The ramp outside of the cafet eria has
been labeled " Suicide Hill" by UNl' s
disabled students. It is appropriately
named. This short ramp is even steeper

VIEWPOINT
with George Tafleski

How conditional should amnesty be?
Roberto Quintales: It should be unconditional. Some people
avoided the war legally. Others were not so lucky.
But, don't get me wrong. This country has been good to me, so
I am not opposed to anyone serving his country for two years in
some sort of service.

Larry Volpe: I'm against unconditional amnesty. It is a slap in
the face to all t hose who suffered and died. But because of the
fact that this is a land of opportunity, they should be given a
chance to earn their way back by going through eight weeks fo
basic training and given three years time to do some nominal job
at one of our military installations in the U.S .

Terry Witczak: I think it should be unconditional. The ones
that left have paid their dues with that hardship. Many other
people, such as Nixon, are given amnesty. So it should apply to
everyone else.

Science moves
(cont'd. from page 3)
just r idiculous for t his council ·
to be concerned with it."
The major contention in
most of the protests were that
the teachers involved had not
been adequately informed
about the moves, and that
various faculty members were
being moved without their
consent or prior knowledge ..
Farr stated that no individual professor has a right to
veto a change of room assignment, but, he said, "Every
professor deserves to be treated with dignity and with
respect."
As a result of the council
meetings, the persons involved were given formal apologies and the moves proceeded
- almost. Shervanian said, on

Sept . 11 , t hat he was continuing to protest the move
because it would place him too
far away fr om t he depar t mental secr etar ies on the third
floor. He also said that th e
move was illegal because he
was waiting for a further
ruling
from
President
Mullen's office. Hudson said
that he knew nothing of the
President's involvement in the
issue.
Chairman of the Psychology
Department, Dr. Vic Dufour,
was surprised at the recent
difficulties over the office
changes. He said that plans
for the moves had been made
as early as last fall a nd that all
of th e involved parties had
known about t hem since t he
beginning.

There is a difference 111
MCAT

10-5 -74

DAT

1-11 -75

NAT"L BOS.

Tr

o

LSAT

6-74

12-7 -74

ATGSB

ST AT

E5

GRE

11 -2 -74
10-26-74

······················ ························••; ••·· ··········· ················· ·

Jack Drashak: I'm against unconditional amnesty. They
should be given a chance to earn their way back, but the money
spent on setting up a program would cut the veterans out of a lot
of money .
·

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spring and Summer MCAT Compact Classes
E x cellent Test Preparat ion
Volum i no u s Homework Materia l
Lim ited Class S ize
Taped L esso ns f o r Reveiw o r Missed Cl asses
Cou rse M at eri al Constantly Updated
Instructo r s E x p eri enced in You r Test

Mos t courses begin 8 weeks prior
to test date - REGISTER EARLY

Andrea Wolfinson : They thought t ha t they did the right t hing
and they should be given a chance to come home.

STA NLEY H. KAPL AN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
2050 W. Devon. Chicago
(312) 764-51 5 1

IN MADISON
(608) 238-4489
OR CAL L CH I. COLL.
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Wins $50 in debate contest
by Robert J. Kosinski
Northeastern student Donna Hacker has been chosen as
a third place winner in the
1974 National Intercollegiate
Peace Speech Association contest. Ms. Hacker, only one of

Donna Hacker

ten students across the country to receive an award, was
given $5'0 for her efforts.
"I was surprised because
this is such a large tournament," says Hacker, "and
some of the schools were very
prestigious. ''
Ms. Hacker, a member of
the F orensics Union at Nort heastern , says that she owes
much of her success to the
coaching of Dr. David Jordan
and Miss Lori Stefani of the
Union.
Participants in the extemporaneous speaking division of
the contest, for which Ms.
Hacker won the award , were
required to draw three of
several possible topics related
to world peace. They had t o
choose one of the three topics ,

Major's positive:

for which they had only one
hour to compose a speech. The
speech was recorded on tape ,
last April, and sent to t he
Illinois State contest. Ms.
Hacker's State winning speech
was sent to a panel of judges
on t he national level for
evaluation. It was not until
early August that she learned
of the results.

0

servr d in."
After teaching at suchlarger universities such as
Yale, the University of Cincinnati, and New York University, Major thought that it
would be nice to be part of a
smaller university, · such as
UNI.
Some
universities,
Major explained, are too
large to manage. The needs of
an administration gets ou t of
hand." He described UNI as
being a "managable size" beuniversity which would tend
t o ha ve "more oppor t unity
an d fl ex ibilit y" because of its
size.
When asked if there were
any im mediate changes t o be
made in Academic Affairs,
Major stated that he felt it
would be "very premature" of

Area r esident s are concerned
that a shopping center or high
rise will be built on this site.
They were urged to move
quickly
and
voice
their
opinions by the use of peti-

.

by Paula Levy

The decline and
fall o( American just(ce
Chapter999

Jane Kennedy haunts me. We are two parallel lines that once
intersected, like ships plunging head-long into each other in the
middle of a vast sea. But ours was a gentle crash.
On Halloween, 1969, when I was a sophqmore Student Council
representative deep in the struggle to abolish my high school
dress code, Jane Kennedy helped destroy the files of lA
Ms . Hacker had achieved
registrants at an Indianapolis draft board. A week later, at the
national honors earlier this
year in the speech competition Dow Chemical Company in Midland, Michigan, she helped
scramble magnetic computer tapes used in the production of
at De Paul University .
napalm , poison gas, and defoliants for the war in Vietnam.
She and her companions claimed public responsibility for both
actions and were soon arrested. Their bail was initially set at
$100,000 each. Five of the defendants , including Kennedy, were ·
found guilty in the Dow Chemical raid and were sent to prison.
In January, 1972, I was one of a group of determiped students
trying to get to Mexico to s~udy Spanish, over the violent
objections of the Chicago Board of Education which could not
seem to understand how such a venture could be educational. To
raise money for the trip, we took over the basement of a Hyde
Park church and held a benefit - a home-cooked Spanish dinner
him to make any comments
complete with chicken, rice, beans, and a guest speaker. I don 't
concerning changes at this
know whether our parents and friends paid two dollars to savor
time. Major did .comment, "'i
our attempt at foreign cuisine, or to savor Jane Kennedy.
think we need a renewed
She had spent fourteen months in jail. I remember her vaguely,
interest in creative scholara quiet, gray-haired nu~se who kept her audience enthralled as we
ship and research" at UNI.
scrambled to clear the tables and wash the stacks of greasy
On t he subject of student
plates. In a corner of the kitchen , we counted our profits with
publications he remarked, "I
feel very strongly that the
glee. Kennedy spoke for a long time, but in our excitement and
exhaustion, we didn't hear. I recall my mother's face, however,
administration should read
when the evening was over. She was crying.
student publications. One way
Jane Kennedy, now forty eight years old, is facing a four year
an administ ration can feel the ·
term in Federal prison for the 1969 destruction of draft records.
pulse of t he student body is to
Two appeals to the sentence have been denied. When the
r ead the st udent newspaper."
Major and his wife Lee, who
Supreme Court reconvenes on October 7, it will have to decide
whether or not to hear Kennedy 's case. If the Supreme Court
holds a n M.A. in Library
refuses the case, she will go to jail - again.
Science, ar e currently looking
And yet, her concern is not only for her personal fate. "There's
fo r housing in the city. Major
a national effort being organized around my defense ," she told
said t ha t they were looking
fo r ward to living in Chicago ·Steve Metalitz of the READE R, " but people don 't seem to
realize that this is what har>pens to poor people all t he time ; and
and wa nted to find a home in
the "the city, in t he heart of for them , there 's no one to be outraged, no one to say a single
word. I'm not the issue ; in fact, I'm all of the exceptions: I'm
things."
white, I have no family to support, I've got friends who· will reach
out to help. What about women who don 't have all that? "
This Sunday, September 22, t he Justice for Jane Kennedy
Committee (922-6580) will hold a rally from 2 :30 to 5pm at St.
Thomas Apostle Church, 5472 S. Kimbark. The theme of the rally
will be amnesty. It occurs to me now that I never thanked Jane
Kennedy for being around when we needed her. Not only did we
tions. Some fe el that a vetmake it to Mexico, but we made it out of the Vietnam War. And
eran's hospital would be a
the thought of her, heading for four years of gray walls, barred
good suggest ion since the
windows
, and worse, haunts me. It could have been me heading
med ical facilit ies are already
for those gray walls. It could have been you.
on the M.TS compound.

Residents continue MTS battle
Th e September 12 meeting
of the Hollywood-Nor t h Park
Improve ment
Association
generated a heat ed discussion
of UNI's seemingly perpet ual
parking problem. Some neighborhood residents felt that
North eastern should be su ed
for admitting more students
than they had originally agr eed upon, making the parking situation surrou nding t he
university difficult . Others
suggested th e use of wooden
horses in fro nt of neighborhood hom es so that students
would be unable to park
there. However, t he president
informed the members of the
new university parking lot to
be completed in November,
which might alleviate the
problem. Although the members were still disatisfied,
they continued on to th e next
point of business - the site of
the Municipal TB Sanitarium
just north and west of UNI.

pieces

" You do not have a great
deal of personal contact." she
said, " We were in t he dark
most of the time."

UNI is -~1 managable size''
by Jean Ikezoe
Academic Affairs gained a
new outlook t his fall with the
appointment of Dr. John K.
Major. The new V.ice President of Academ ic Affairs
was formerly the Dean of the
Gradu ate School of Ar ts a nd
S.cience of New York University and has an impressive
background in the field of
physics. Major was selected
out of 125 candidates considered for this position.
Major's first impression of
UNI was a ver y positive one.
He described th e school as "a
very active, busy, alive university . . . t he balance of
tradit ional with in novat ive,
respo nsive ness and flexib ility." He added that, "This is
t he first public institution I've

..,

UNI neighbor Mrs. Virginia West is working t o prevent the .
Municipal Tuberculosis Sanit arium, directly across the street ·
from her home ~t 5651 N . Cent ral Park, from being turned int o a ·
huge shopping center and apartment complex. She has been
collecting signatures to protest the city's plan to destroy the site.
"Northeastern students have been tremendously choperative,"
she beams. "I'm hitting for a thousand signatures - · I'm well
over six hundred now." West will add her petitions to the eight
thousand names already collected by the North River
Commission. The NRC expects to gather ten thousand signatures
by October 1, when it will submit them to Mayor Daley. Will this
community action have an effect on the fate of the MTS?
"Definitely!" insists West. She hopes to see the large site used
for a multi-purpose medical center, senior citizens housing, and
· open park land. [Photo by Robert J. Kosinski]

.
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Ragti~e Era Morath' plays her~ ·Sept. 25

by Anna Maria Pezzetta
Pianist-singer-comedian
Max Morath will appear at
Northeastern's Auditorium on
Wednesday , September 25, at
8-p m . The popular entertainer
historian will offer his one-man
purview of America during the
Rag t ime Year s, and will
feature the piano rags of Scott
Joplin and Jelly Roll Morton,
the songs of Bert Williams and

Irving Berlin, and many other
early artists, both the famed
and the forgotten .
If there is any validity to .
the theory of prenatal influence, then Morath was born in
Colorado Springs, Colorado
with a predilection for the

piano and p opular music .
Though Max studied piano
and composition formally , it
was from hi s mother he
learned to · play the ragtime
'style, a skill which helped him
work his way through college
as an announcer, newscaster
and pianist for a CBS radio
station, KVOR. He received
his B .A. degree in English
from Colorado College in 1948.
After his graduation, he

worked as a staff announcer
for radio station KG HF in
Pueblo, Colorado, later becoming an actor, pianist, singer
and musical director for stock
companies in .Phoenix, Dallas
and other W(;lstern cities. He
studied at the NBC Radio and

Television Institute at Stanford University and , applying
what he learned·, became
production manager at television KKTV in the latter part
of 1952.
Beginning in 1954, Morath
spent six summers as music
director and pianist for the
Imperial Players in the colorful
mining camp of Cripple Creek,
Colorado. _During this period,
he began to specialize in
ragtime and tum-of-the-century styles and repertoire.
It was in the fall of · 1960
that M orath . fir s t gained
national a ttention. He wrote
and performed a series for
· Natio n a l Education a l T elevi sion (NE T) call ed " Th e
Ragtime Era", tracing the
development of ragtime, t he
beginnings of musical comedy
and the rise of Tin Pan Alley.
T he success of this series led
to . a second and mor e
ambitious NET series in which
Morath presented social history of the era as reflected in its
entertainment arts.
Now established in a unique
show-business career, Morath
went on to his New York night
club debut at the famed Blue
Angel in 1963, and in 1964
premiered his versatile Original Rag Quartet at New York's
histori c Village Vanguard.
With the Quartet he deepened
. his research into the folk roots
of popular music and toured
widely in colleges and as a
featured act with Dinah Shore
. in Las Vegas and elsewhere. It
was during these years, while
appearing at clubs and college
theatres from coast to coast,
that Morath developed the
format for a unique one-man
theatrical, "Max Morath at
the Turn of the Century",
which he opened in New York
in February of 1969. Critical
acclaim was unanimous and he

played New York for eighteen re-di scovery of this vital
weeks before launching a American music and the era
national tour at the Stanford that produced it.
University Summer Festival,
Always active in radio and
followed by engagements at
television, he is a frequent
beautifull Fords' Theatre in guest on the major TV variety
Washinton, D.C., American and . talk shows, and is
Conservatory Theatre in San currently writing and co-proI
Fra ncisco, and dozens of ducing Americana broadcastprofessional, college and com - . ing propert ies for syndication .
munity theaters all over Morath a Vanguard recording
America.
artist, has compiled and edited
Max Morat h 's current several coll_ections of popular
schedule includes continued music, and is active as a writer
performing on tour for theatre,
and composer.
concert, college and lecture
He maintains a studio and
au dien ces . All a long, his office in New York, and lives
· chahpioning of the classic in suburban Bergen County,
ragtime of Scott Joplin and
New Jersey, with his wife and .
other early musicians has
three children. Morath is a
con tribu t2d to a national CCAB sponsored event.

Top name jazz

Stan Kenton appearing Sept. 27
Stan Kent on, a name famili~~ to da ncers and concertgoers for three decades, will
be appearing on Fri. Sept . 27,
at 8: 00 pm - Northeastern
auditorium . ·Kenton, a major
contributor to the c_o ntemporary
American
musical ·
scene, recently voiced some .
common sense conclusions on
the state of "culture" in our
society today.
As he sees it, the patron of
an art museum, or the concertgoer at a performanc of
music written over a centure
· ago, have one thing in common: they are both visiting an
antiqu e (cultural curiosity)
shop. K enton believes t hat the
only really r elevant and meaningful culture is that to which
-the contemporar y individual
can
immediately
relate
t hrough som e ar ea of his own
,exper ien~e_ a_s _ ~r1:sented by_~

t he expression of t he artist. In
t he realm of musical culture,
he believes that no music
wr itten a hundred year s ago
can honestly satisfy our emotional demands today because
every composer expresses his
particular er a as a r eflect ion
of the contemporaty emotions
of his time. To defy a previous
culture and its wor k of anachronistic art is fostering a ·
myth.
Kenton does not think that·
th e creative a ct can be "frozen
in time." He cites jazz as an
exam ple, where a strong "cultural" e vent" occurs during
the spontaneous improvisation
of the soloist or soloists.
Following this spontaneous
"happening," there is a tendency for time to diminish the
aesthetic impact of t he artist's
cr eation. A certain "chemist r y" existed long enough for ,

the creative act to occur , and
t he exact same t hing can
never happen again. Because
of t his .outlook; Kenton does
not accept t he axiom t hat
gr eat ar t is everlasting of
;"classic", and he goes on to
say t hat ther e is no such thing
as a piece of timeless music
th at will satisfy mai;i fore ver.
The allegedly cultured concertgoer and museum visitor,
in_ Kenton' s view , is merely
exposin g himself to art forms
. that are a ntiquat ed, with little
relation to his ow n life as
applied to his emotional and
intellectual appetites. Kenton
looks forward to the time
when these cultur al myths are
discarded and t he aesthetically aware individual will fin d
him self leavin g t he antique
shop and begin relating to an
artist's present reflection of
his own personal experience.
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Frustrating, frenetic ...

CCAB still keeps the shows rolling
by Tom Wolferman
Robin
Trillin g
perches
anxiously· at her table in th e
ha ll, a ccosting anybody who
gives her a second glance,
recitin g a quickie salespitch
for C.C.A.B. movie passes.
· Debbie Niemann zooms about
the .mezzanine in a state of .
first-degree pa nic after one of
her publicized theatre event s
has been unexpect edly cancelled. J anice Dawson is barefoo t
in her office, casually fili ng
throu gh a metal cabinet in a n
at t empt to experie nce some
comfort able
organization.
Meanwhile, Cecil B. Demille
hordes of people are swarming th e ha lls, the megafor ms
could use neon "No Vacancy"
sig ns, a nd t he dining halls,
believe it or not, look like
McDonald's at noon.
Bµt t he aimless herds of .
students are not producing _
any claustrophobic effects for
Robbin
Trilling,
Debbie
Niemann, or Janice Dawson.
As a matter of fact, all t hree
enjoy crowds; th e bigger the
better. These women have

begins. Being a commuter
university,
Nor t heastern
fosters
somewhat
of
a
"hit-and-r·un"
atmosphere:
t here is some .unwritten, but
nevertheless agreed upon,
by-law which regulates that
after on e "hits" his classes, he
should promptly "run" home,
be it to a loving fiance, a job
weighing tomatoes, or a night
chockfull of watching medical
shows or "I Love Lucy"
r eruns. As a r esult, if anyone
· is ever going to r emain on
campus after fiv e, t here must
be som ething exceptionally
worthwhile holding th em.
Through the com bined e fforts of six main committees,
t he C.C. A.B. attempts to produce appetizin g attractions,
includin g recent fil ms, planned travel, and locally renow ned theatr e, as well as
concer ts, lectur es, and various
other
student-or ientated
attractions. The difficulty in
putting together a-program of
this natur e is never fully
appreciated by students.
Janice Dawson, program

Ro bin Tr illing faces similar
criticisms in her selections of
films. Working with a limited
amount of funds, Robin must
balance her film selections
between what she refers to as
"cheapies" ("Destroy Rides
Again" and "Meet Me In St.
Louis") and recent box office
hits ("Catch 22" ~nd "Play It
As It Lay;s" ). Once again,
students are Olympic runners
in finding fault with movie
choices, but develop sudden
cra mps in t heir legs when it
comes t im e t o wa lk over and
offe r helpful assistance.
D ebbie Niemann, wor king
with single-star a ppearances
and music-and-theatre engagements, is always at t he mercy
of th e guests showing up.
When a cancellation occurs on
t he spur of the mom ent, a nd
t he event has alr eady been
publicized, Debbie gets t he
dangerous job of explaining
that the scheduled guest will
not appear. And often, that
may be like telling a group of
devoted Kate Smith fans that
Charo is going to replace her.

, , __ 11.4 _ _ _ _ _

Joyce SQwel and George Ross distribute tickets for upcoming CCAB events.
only one proble~ : How do you
keep the epic crowds after
five o'clock?
Robin , Debbie, and J anice
are all members of the
C.C.A.B. (Commuter Center
Activities Boar d( and it is ,
their job t o provide enough
magnet ic entertainment to
keep the student int erested
enough to want t o remain on
campus after classes have
ended fo_r the day.
However, t he e nd of the
day is where . t he difficulty

Thousands

or Topics

$2.75 pe r page
Se nd for your up-to-date , i60-page,
mail order cata log. Enclo~c $1. 00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHI RE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Ou r research mater ial is ,old for
re searc h assi s~a~ce amy

CAMPUS MINISTERS' OFFICE OPENS
Last week the ministers, rabbi and priests who are chaplain s to
Northeastern clebrated the opening of their new office on campus.
It is located in Classroom Building room 0-007 near t he Unicorn.
The chaplains and their denominations are as follows: Rev.
James Anderson, Covenant; Rev. Gene Brueggmann, Lutheran ;_
Fathers John Price and John Hurley, Catholic; Rabbi Ernest
Lorge, Jewish; and Rev. Rev. Richard Matteson, Methodist.
They will be here to serve the University community in
whatever way they can. One way will be to serve as resource
persons for faculty, for students and for staff. They · will be
available for consultation and counseling, religiou s services, and
discussions. Some of the on-going P IE Seminars the chaplains
are involved in are " Examining Your Moral Values",
· " Alternatives in Religious Education", and " Death and Its
Meaning for Life" . Office hours are weekdays 10 to 3, and their
extension is 775.

"I'll do anything to get attention. WeH, almost anything."
So said Professor Charles Pastors after he had lectured his
"American National Government" class in authentic colonial
attire. That's right. Authentic colonial attire he had tailored for
himself in Williamsburg, Pennsylvania from original patterns.
Commenting on why he didn't have .cobbled shoes, he .explained,
"I will · not go that far. Those kind of shoes are very
uncomfortable. But he did have a black, three-cornered hat, black
pants down to t he knees, a white ruffled shirt, and a black vest.
All he needed was a ponytail and a musket. A real Minuteman.
In the muggy room, he opened the class with some forgettable
puns about heated debates in Philadelphia, which drew t he
obligatory groans from t he students. Risque.
He lectured about t he first birth of the colonies and why people
left the Old World. · In t hat vein his outfit , seemed a bit
incongrous. But he pulled up to the right ti~e period when he got
to the development of government and CQmmerce.
. Lecturing in colonial garb at a university may or may not be
t he same as giving a speech on crime at t he City Council in a
Batman outfit. But given what an interesting lecturer Charles
Pastors is, he doesn't need gimmicks at all.
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Rides long gone:

UNI staffer remembers
"A Little S~mething About Hujambo"
by Marylene Whitehead
This column, Hujambo Rafike (" Hello Friends" ), was founded
• several years ago by progressive students who sought the·
honorable goal of establishing an open means of cummunication
· which . could reach the -smaller, yet pertinent and growing
community within the UNI community.
··
Because of t he uniqueness of this column, relating to this
campus, and in accordance with its concept of being and
providing a platform for relaying information, it will remain as
open as possible to all, especially aspiring journalism students.
Next week, I will introduce my first guest columnist.
Since the nega tive is so often highlighted, from time to time we
must focus on posit ive and outstanding people and achievements.
Of course, it is always better if each individual.can reach within
and developed his or her total being to the fullest . But if we must
find figures wit h whom we pattern ourselves, let it be the " Ron
O'Neal" or "Pam Grier" portrayed characters invented by a Sig
Shore or American International (who could only create
negative figui;es bordering on the depths of depravation based on
pre-formed negative attitudes.)
·
Rat her, look to the living, the real.
Such an example is Brother Anderson Thompson. Dr.
Thompson is one of the dynamite faculty members at UNI's
C0nter for Inner City Studies. He was the Book Analyst at the
monthly Lu's Bookshelf, held at the Parkway Community House,
500 E. 67th S treet.
The book he reviewed and analyzed was "The Rich and The .
Super Rich" . . . and he walked away with it .. . Right on, Rev.
Thompson, I mean . .. Mr. Thompson.
Hundreds of brothers and sisters from all over the city read an
assigned selection, that directly affects all of us, then come to
these sessions to analyze, discuss and evaluate . the material. .
These sessions are stimulative mental and spiritual 'monsters'.
Listen to "Lu's Notebook" broadcast several times on several
stations daily to find out the dates and check them out. The next
one is scheduled for Oct. 12.

32 years at Riverview
Riverview was . never wallowing in financial
by TOM WOLFERMAN
slump, claiming he received his usual annual
Chuck Simzyk left an important part of his
bonus of 800 to 900 dollars per year. And as for ·
life at the corner of Western and Belmont; the
accidents, Chuck knows of only three deaths
same place where Two Ton Baker would sque'eze
(one of which happened to a friend on the Bobs)
into a roller coaster car to bellow, " Laugh your
and
all were published .
troubles away" and where an infinite number of
One
of Chuck 's most valued remains is a
people had found bits and pieces of . pulsa ting
yellowed
and ragged 300-page ledger aptly
summer adventur~. Chuck Simzyk gets a
titled
"Miscellaneous
Records" which is an
thoughtful, reflective look in his eys. He 1s
asked to recall the living, breathing days of encyclopedia of Riverview trivia. The book,
whih holds entries dating as far back as the
Riverview.
Chuck is a purchasing agent for Northeast- early thirties, offers such data as the amount of
ern, working in t he hidden caves of the general sand bags necessary to test the Bobs, the
stores area . He worked for Riverview length of the chains on t he Silver Flash, and the
Amusement Park from 1935 to 1967, taking a amount of paint used to safely blanket the
three-year leave to serve in the Navy. He is Parachutes. Chuck let me take the ledger with
proud. of the fact that· he has more-than-onece me for examination, and , with an etched-in
appeared on disc jockey Chuck Shadin's show, index , it falls little short of being an actual
has created filled-to-capacity crowds whenever h isto,ric documen t, r eflecting a piece of
he speaks at Northwest Feder~l Bank's American culture that is now mainly vacant
"Memory Club, " and is, in general, a walking land.
Chuck looks back on his association with
warehouse of obscure Riverview information.
Riverview
with a strong sense of belonging .
For those of us who once proudly bumped
through Aladdin's Castle, but stared at the " Old Man Schmidt would give us an employee
Bobs in terrified awe, we realize that for Chuck . picnic with a big name bancl. It would start at
10:00 at night . . . " He pauses to laugh. " .. .
Simzyk, Riverview is stil very much alive.
and sometimes I wouldn't get out of there til

ERA, ·abortion, taxes
discussed at Loop YMCA
by Geraldine M. Leffner
Anoth er stab against the
old cliche of uneducated, nonpolit ical
and
uninvolved
. women was made at the
Women's P olitical F orum , last
Sat urd ay . Th e IWPC (Illinois
Women's P olitical Caucus)
pr ese nted th e fo rum from 8:30
a m till mid-aft ernoon, with a .
luncheon includ ed.
A local affiliate of th e
National Wom en's Political
Caucus, the IWPC is a multipartisan group of women
dedicated to obtaining an
equal voice and place in the
American political system.
The members stem from all
political parties, a variety of
races, religions, ethnic origins,
·socio-economic environments,
educational backgrounds and
occupa tions.
The IWP C's commitments
ar e
sevenfold:
providing ,
women wit h a forum for
political
ideas,
teaching
women to become polit ically
effective, suppor t ing ot her
women who are seek ing public
office, encouraging women t o
seek a ppointive and elective
positions, using th e ballot to
elect candidates who are sensitive to . the concerns of
women, ra1smg a r d supporting women's issu ,s in each
cam paign, and working for the
repeal of laws which place an
unnecessary ·
burden
on
women and those which discriminate because of sex.
Among the 12 candidates
present, and the offices they

are seeking were: Susan
Catania (R) Slate Representative, 22nd Legislative District: Eugenia S. Chapman (D)
State Representative, 3rd Legislative Distr ict; L ola Flamm
(R ), Cook County Cler k;
Suzann e
Haig
(Socialist
W orkers) , State Treasurer;
Marie E. Johnson (R ), Sanitar y District Trustee; Mary
McDonald (R ) Cook County
UNI staffer Chu"ck Simzyk reminisces ·over his treasured record book; a chronicle of more than 30
Board of Commissioners, Subyears at old Riverview Amusement Park.
urban; Dawn Clark Netsch
(D) State Senator, 13th LegiMost Chicago kids , if they were genuine 6:00 the next morning. We even had an
slative District; and Auria
thoroughbred natives, were raised on Riverview eight-team baseball league."
Rosenberg (R) Cook County
I received my helpings of Riverview in annual_
Riverview is only a homesick memory ·fo r
Board of Commissioners.
servings.
Riverview
became
a
ten-year-old
's
those
of us who seldom experienced it. The
The most prominent topics
exciting
summer
reward,
and
a
visit
there
roving
eyes of Aladdin, the dangling, brushing
discussed were the p □ assing
produced the same anticipation as the week " snakes" of the Safari, the whiplashing climax
of the ERA (Equal Rights
before Christmas. A night at Riverview was a of t he Parachutes, and the terrifying hit-or-miss
Amendment), abortion, child
care, housing, taxes, rep- parental gift stuffed away· to salvage the dreary preciseness demanded by the Boomerang are
r ese ntative government, en- · month of August. Yet, as exciting as it was; the only meshed patches of g r.nd times that once
vironmental problems and
park was somet imes dirty, often expensive, and were. P erhaps, in the mtty-gritty of what
personal qualifications fo r the
always crowded. So why is it such an appealing Riverview was all about, everyone remembers
t entativ e office holders.
subject of nostalgic recollection 'O
the Bobs the best. " They were a thrill, " says
Alice Ihrig, ca ndidate for
Chuck Simzyk; who worked as a gate man, Chuck. " They always say t hey rode the Bobs
the office of Cook Cou nty
cashier, and purchasing agent, and knew all of ten times." There was something spectacular
Assessor, said that wom en Riverview's ins and ·ou ts, feels it is so fondly about walking into Riverview and being
"lack credibilit y with th e fat
remembered because of "the entertainment and confronted by the clunking chains of the Bobs ,
cats." Lola Flamm , candidate fun. " "People enjoyed themselves," he recalls. soon followed by the wh ipping whizz of the
for Cook . County Clerk, r e"There never was another park like it" I asked .endless dips, the desperat<:> screams filling the
plied that the biggest problem him if modern amusement parks, such as air all around.
fo r women in govern ment is, · Adventureland or Six Flags could be labeled as
. And what about Chuck Simzyk? With the
"Getting money."
up-to-dat Riverviews , but he merely notes t here memory ,of Riverview totally imprinted in his
Su mm ing up the feelings of
is no comparison. "Not as many rollar · mind, was his all-time favorite attraction a ride
the majority of women at the
forum, Mildred Casey, can- coasters," he casually, but confidently, points on the swooping, screeching. gut-eating Bobs?
"No," smiles Chuck sheep'-shly, "in 1a ter years
didate for Cook County Com- out.
it
was the Tunnel of Love ·
Chuck
is
quick
to
defend
Riverview,
as
if
it
missioner, said, "Women will
were
a
helpless
friend
unable
to
defend
itself.
He
And
Chuck Simzyk wa! de:~ •· ' . ~-ain to the
no longer walk behind the
men. We want our rightful resents the often-generated myths that direct corner of We'stern and "'.i,,J _,.••·lt, where his
place to walk side by side with accusations of financial difficulty and hidden, happy and exciting days a .ti · \11:"-V arc lost
unpublished deaths-due-to accidents. He insists in a tunnel of memory.
them:'~
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Women's Studies to
begin new program

Seven against annihilation as
1

Chosen Survivors

1

CAST
Raymond Couzins
Jackie Cooper
Peter Macomber
Steven Mayes
Alex Cord
Luis Cabral
Gordon Ellis
Richard Jaeckel
Alana Fitzgerald
by Jeff Einbinder
"C hosen Survivor s" is a
J ackie Cooper, who plays
tense, suspenseful drama as
Mike Cousins, a high-pow ered,
current as tomorrow's ·heads uccessful business executive,
lines. It is science fiction that
is a man who switches profesbrings t ogether modern techsional hats ofter and wears
nology with t he desperate
t hem all r emarka bly well.
human condition of today's
Alex Cord, who portrays
terr or-filled world.
Steve Mayes, a cynical novelist, illustrates what a good
This spine-tingling, interesactor can do even with a notting story is about eleven
too-grea t script.
individuals chosen by governDiana Muldaur, who plays
ment computer to survive
the
role of Congresswoman
global thermonuclear war.
Alana Fitzgerald, gives a
This group , hidden miles bebarely mediocre performance.
neath the earth's surface in a
Richard Jaeckel, who portcontrolled • futuristic envir onrays
Major Gordon Ellis, the
ment, are' unaware that they
man responsible for keeping
· will be confronted with a
the life support systems of the
menace which will threaten
complex
operating, has given
their sanity and their lives.

#I,
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Bradford Dillman
Pedro Armendariz, Jr.
Diana Muldaur
an outst anding performance in
t his movie.
Bradford
Dillman,
who
plays Peter Macomber, a mildmannered behavioral scientist
r esponsible for the lives of the
people in the complex, surprises me as he over-dramatizes his role, wh ich is not
consistent with his talent.
Though this film isn't the
best film in all areas it still
should entertain you, and
possibly make you think about
the future in the terms that
the film presents.
"Chosen Survivors" is now
p1aying at many nearby
theaters or drive-ins.

During the Fall semester, the UNI Alumni Association
will continue to present new concept in educational
programming: " Mini U" - a mini university within a
university.

a

There will be fifteen courses offered this term . They are:
I

Antique Refinishing and Repair
Belly Dancing for Beginners
Advanced Belly Dancing
Introduction to Transcendental Meditation
Catholic theolory
Parliamentary Procedure
Bridge for Beginners
Macrame for Beginners
Karate for Beginners
Advanced Karate
Spanish Dance
Let's Lose Weight
First Aid
Jazz Dance for Beginners
Intermediate Jazz Dance
Each class costs $15.00 with the exception of FIRST
AID, which is free. For more information contact Leslie
MacDonald at the Alumni Office at Extension 273 .

.

by Elizabeth Campe
The Women's Studies Program, in conjunction with
NBC-TV Studios and Jorie
Luehloff, is offering an innovative new course beginning
September ' 18th.
Entitled
D ialogue with the People, the
program aims to be just that.
The forma1' for t he .program
has been desigend as follows:
Each Wednesday on her noon
news program, Jorie Luehloff
will pose a question to th e
public for their considerat ion.
A number will be given for
int erested per sons to call.
St ud ents, who will receive
academic credit, will be answering the phones set up in
C-524, recording the answers
and comments . from the people, and later, ta~ulating the
res ults from each week's survey. The results, will than be
publicized later by Jorie
Luehloff on a later pr ogram.
Questions for t he program
will be decided pr imarily by
Ms.
Luehloff, and NBC, .

·although student input has
been welcomed. The first
question will deal with women
and - their lives, although in
the future a diversity of topies
will be discussed.
NBC views this pr_ogram as
an opportunity to really reach
the public and obt ain a clearer
understanding of their feelings and opinions. Th e success
of th e pro,gr am depends greatly on t he amount of community a nd univer sity part icipation in t he progr am. The
Faculty coordinator of t he
program, Dr. Jean Gillies, has
also expressed a tremendous
enthusiam' and optimism for
the project. She welcomes any
comments and suggestions for
the benefit of the program.
Anyone with any comments
for the program should contact Dr. Gillies in the W omen's Studies Center, C-523,
or they may also contact
Carolyn Goldstein in the
Counseling Center, who is also
·involved in the pr ogr am.

-----------------------Heard something interesting?

1

I

1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Tell to
PRINT reporter

Jeff Clever?

Call ext. 454 or E-214

-------------------------

I

NOW
OPEN FOR LUNCH

HIDDEN COVE
OPEN AT 11 am. daily

r--------------~----~
I
COUPON

. _11

I

I
I
1·
I
I

.

I
I

FREE - 1 Pitcher beer with med. pizza

I

f REE - 2 Pitchers beer with lge. pizza

I
I

50¢ OFF - any luncheon order

~--------------~~--~

I

.

.I

Movie Nite, Sunday 10:30 pm, Ladies Nite, Tuesday
54 a Drink.

& Thursday, Unescorted Females,

LOUNGE-PUB

5338 N. Lincoln Ave.

784-9638
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Zen ·master to
demonstrate martial arts
Professor Yoshiteru Otani,
one of the highest ranl<ing
martial arts men in the
world , a master of Zen
p hilosophy' in which t h e
mart ial arts are firmly rooted ,
will be here on Sept. 24, Thurs.
to speak and demonstrate these
arts a t 1:00 in the aud. under
the sponsorship of CCAB. He
will demonstrate the exciting
and cqlorful techniques of
J apanese fencing, using a
beautifully crafted Samurai
wa rrior's sword . H e will
di scuss the ar t of Zen
meditation and explain the
anc ien t eastern philosp h ies
which / have long been an
enigma to t he occidental mind .
1

P rofessor Otani, born in
Japan 45 years ago, comes
fro m a family with an 800 year
Samu'rai background, which
inclu d ed tra in in g in Zen
philosophy and ·martial arts,
which is typical of a family of
royal background in J apan .
Professor Otani has spent a
good part of his life in training
and study in the secrets of Zen
meditation and is a undisputed

master of Japanese fencing
and an expert in hand to hand
combat.

Japanese computer information publication, and Chief
Representative in the U.S. of
The Computer Usage, Development and Management
Foundation of Japan, the
purpose of which was to
improve relati ons b etween
American and J apanese firms
in t he computer field .

Professor Otani was educated at Kansai University in
Osaka, Japan, from which he
graduated in 1948, and from
Kansai University Law School,
which he completed in 1951.
For several years following his
In 1972, after 15 years of
graduation, he was a political
reporter for the Tokyo Bureau
teaching the martial arts in the
U.S. , Professor Otani estabof a daily newspaper, wrote on
lished the Japanese Cultural
matters of national interest as
a free-lance writer, and was
Center in New York, the
Exective· Sec retary t o the purpose of which was to· bring
Speaker of t he House of the to Americans the true spirit of
National Diet.
the Japanese way of life, the
In 1955 Professor Otani
Zen phHosophy an d the
en tered the business world,
Martial Arts as opposed to the
formed his own manufacturing
commercialized business it has
company in J apan, and after a
become in the United States.
little more than a year s9ld
He himself has achieved 8th
this bu siness, later re-j oining
Degree Black Belt in Iaido, 7th
it as President of the United ' Degree Black ·Belt in Kendo
States Branch, and retaii;ied
and 6t h Degree Black Belt in
his interest until 1969 when a
Judo.
merger with an_o ther firm was
Professor Otani makes his
completed and his responsibility ended. Later he became t he home in New York City, is
U.S. Representative of Compu- married and has three young
ter Age Co., Ltd .~ the largest daughters.

I

!

.
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24, September Final Date for full refund of tuition and fees
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upon complete withdrawal
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•
••:
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University for the Fall '74 trimester
28, 29 , 30 November
11 , December

Thanksgiving Holiday

Last day of classes for day students

14, December - Last day of classes for late afternoon, evening,
and Saturday students

.
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CLASSIFIEDS ,
.

.JOBS
Help Wanted: Photography
student needs wdmen models
to pose for figure studies. Can
pay $5.00• hr. 847-7915.
MANY OFFICE, CLERICAL,
AND CORRESPONDENT
. POSITIONS, Bankers Life
and Casulty, 4401 W. Law- ·
ranee. Co;ntact Phil Gniot,
545-7701.
TEACHER AIDES, full and
part time. Must _h ave 30 plus
hours in college. S!ilary open.
· Call John Feinn, 831-5100,
Northern Suburban Special
Education District.
-- - -

·- - - - - - - -

.

WANTED: Several students
to take Leisure Attidue Survey. Will pay on a per
questionnaire basis. Survey
to be taken in Northtown
area. Call Steve, 761-1772
evenings.
Substitute teachers needed.
9-1 p.m. and 1 p.m.-6 p.m. for
Montessori Day Care. Call
Kathy Noone, 262-1390.
RECEPTIONIST, full-time or
part-time, call 275-5400, Compuletter, Inc.

Personals

TYPISTS, full-time, part time,
weekends. Call . compuletter
Inc. 275-5400.

BE YOU HOBBIT
TROLL please return the
found in room 2-020 to
Cashier, Midwest Hi-Fi, flexible hours, 11:00 a.m. - 9:00 . Hoberg's office 2-027.
questions asked!
p.m., 298-8260, Des Plaines.

OR
map
Mr.
No

type, it will be typed free of
charge(·.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Am
looking for female who has got
to share with or looking for in
front of school. Call June at
676-0991,
Need .ride to Michigan State .
University, East Lansing, or
someplace nearby (i.e. Ann
Arbor) almost any weekend
this fall. Prefer to leave
Friday afternoon and a ride
back too if possible on Sunday. Will share gas and
expenses, ext: 246. Pauline ...

Dearest -Migelditof, Love you
always and forE:ver. Thank •
you for a great vacation.
Remember apples, aren't al. ways for eating. ·
· Love Me!

FOR SALE: '61 -F~nder Stratocaster Guitar ~ ith ,case,
good condition, $225. Call Al,
456-4578.

Seeking garage to rent in the
vicinity of St. Louis and
Hollywood Avenue (Hollywood is one block north of · '56 Chevy Bel-Air, · mint cond.
Bryn Mawr). Contact Connie
Everything orig. 60,000. miles.
in the Career Services Office
$1,000 or best off~r. 282-5870
(Room B-117, Extension 350).
after 5:00 p.m.
To never mind my sinceres of
gratitude for untangling my
balloons. The show is still free ·
with ID. One majoring in
confusion.

Antique '56 Chevy Bel-Air,
mint cond. everything orig.
60,000 miles. $1000 or best
offer. 282-5870 after 5:00 pm.

- ------------:.::.....
WANTED: Bobby Darin Records: Albums 1971 and older,
45 rpm, "Talk to the animals",
call SU 4-1981, ask for Donna.

FOR SALE: 1969 VW Auto
stick runs nice but needs oil
seal also has dented fenders,
$475- offer, 847-7915.

--------------

For Sale

B po~itive Blood Donors Needed: 3 ½ year old boy is to
undergo open heart surgury
(morning of Oct. 21) needs B
positive blook during operation; If willing to donate
blood, please contact Liz JU.
8-2873, (If unsure of blood

FOR SALE: Basic transportation! 1968 Ford Fairlane, economical (21 mpg) six stick,
new clutch, · ne:w 48 mo.
battery - some d~nts, but for
$45.00, they earl be tolerated. 847-7915.
'

For Sale: Banjo 150.00. Electric Organ 200.00, or best
trade/ offer, 463-6756.

-------------

._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ! · -

E~gles w~llop M arquette 45;0
by Miguel Sola
.
.
After being s~undly defeat- 28 yd. pass to Northeastern's
ed by St. Norb~rt on opening
leading recehier·and Wright
day 34-0, it was; the opinion of
Jr. Colleg-e All-American Pat
many that it /would take a
Goduto. Klus missed the point
while before th1e young Eagle
after, so the score was 26-0.
team could ;start putting
With Aloma now at QB, the
things together. Well, .it
running game really got goseems that ,i t took them
ing, as U.N.I.'s all-time leadexactly seven · days, as they
ing rusher Tommy Robinson
turned
things
completely ·
gave everyone as thrill as he
a,round last Saturday night in
put on every move in the book
Milwaukee by defeating Marwhile on his way to a 40 yd.
quette University 45-0.
TD. He later on dashed 14
On offense; the fine QB duo
of Jerry Olichwier and Lou yds. for his final TD. of the
Aloma directed the Eagles to evening. By now it was 38-0.
a total of 416 yards, 323 of Moments later, Bob "Chinthem on the ground, and 93 on man" Falk, scored the last TD
the air. Ollchwier got the of the evening on a dazzling
starting call and drove the
43yd run that, with the added
team for the first touchdown .conversion point made the
on the first series of play, it
final 45-0. The game's leading
was a 1-yd: plunge by Jerry,
rusher was Robinson with 90
who also had 88 yards rushing
yds., Ollchwier had 88, Falk
for the evening. The extra
point was ~ade by John Klus
thus maki~g the score 7-0.

Ollchwier later on the first
half took the team to the 4-yd.
line, where he then plunged in
for his 2nd TD of the evening,
the point :after was no good, .
so the si;ore was 13-0. Lou
Aloma then took over at QB
and engineered a drive that
culminated on a 1-yd. touchdown run, his first of the year . .
Klus kicked the extra point to
make the score 20-0. at halftime.
In the second half things were no different, as Oli- ·
-:!hwier back at. _QB. 1, • · '
--<icJ,:-

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

82, Aloma 34, L.C. Roberson
pitched in 14, Bob Vanoe had
8, and Wilson added 7.
The defense needs no explanation. because the score
speaks for itself; punishing
tackling by Mike Ranos, Dan
Cocco, Bemis Lester, Rich
Podowka, Barry Hall and
Steve Clark among others
g-ave the Warriors the "fits"

all night long, plus interceptions by John Klus, Jesse
Estrada, Jeff Johnson, Sam
Mauro, and Rino Liberatore
shows why they held Marquette to 86 yds. total offense.
The game was really won
on the line, where the Eagle
offensive line did a great job,
headed by Mark Frapolli, Cliff
Wagner Jeff Mortensen and

Ed Padilla among others,
along with the g}eat coverage
of the specialty /teams; all of
this added up; to I! long
evening for Marf}uette.
The Egales ri.ow look forward to the s kturday afternoon game against arch-rivals
Loras College . in Dubuque,
Iowa. We hope !to make it two
varsi_ty victori~s in a row.

NAPOLl'S PIZZA
3340_w. l.awrencti
HOURS:
I

.

Mon. -Thun.
Fridays ..
Saturdays

10:30 A.M. - ·1:00 AM.
10:30 A.M. - 2:00 A.M.11
·
·
11:00:A.M. - 2:00 A M
~
.

Sundays
. 4:00 P.M~ - 1:00 AM.
. Deliveries .-t 11:00 A.M. daily (except Sunday) :

Thousands of Topics
$2. 75 per page
Send for your up-to-date,
176-page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. · Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage (1-2
days delivery time).

519 GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES f':A_ Q(ln?,1
•
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f
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More sports

• • •

Choose 17 for
women's V-Ball
It's that time of year again!
Tryouts were held Monday,
Sept. 9, for the Women's
Interct>llegiate
Volleyball
Team. Of the 27 who tried
out, 17 were chosen. Congratulations to all who made the
team!
Returnig from last year's
championship teams are: Kathy Crismyre, Cathy DeFrancheschi, Linda Harty, Ruth
Rozdilsky, Betty Rouse, Darlene Schappee and Lourdes
Ubides. Newcomers to this
years team are: Sue Bickel,
Dodo Kaspar, Debbie Korey!,
Mary McGinley, Joyce Petscheldt, Kathy Schmidtke,
Mary Schmidtke, Donna . Sokolowski, Marylou Staton and
Carol Zeledon.
Coach Betty Guzik is looking forward to a repeat of last
year's very successful season

in which the "A" team finished with a record of 19 wins
and 3 losses ·and the "B" team
was 10-2. One indication of,
their success was when both
teams took _1st place trophies
in a tournament played at
Univ. of Ill. Also to their
credit, the "A" team placed
3rd in the state, 1st in the
Midwest Regionals, and 9th in
the National Tournament!
This year's team has the
potential to be as good, if not
better, than last year's, so it
you want to see some reaily
exciting and fantastic volleyball, just check out the schedule for the games coming up
and make your plans now to
come and cheer your team on.
Good Luck to Betty Guzik
and her team · and let's bring
home some bigger and better
trophies this year.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Rehearsals indicate stiff competition. Try-outs for Porn-Porn Squad will be held September 24.
Only seven of these lucky ladies will qualify as spirit-rousers.

·································································•··

The

SALE

Physical
Side

by Pauline Philips
After a "hard" day at
Northeastern what every person needs is some recreation.
The gym department provides Fun Night just for this
reason. The first Fun Night
this season is Thursday, September 26th at 7:00. Fun
Night is held in the gum on
alternate Thursdays every
month. The gym is available
at this time for volleyball,
basketball, ping pong, badminton and whatever else I
may have forgotten. The pool
is open on this night from 8-9
for free swim. Every student,
staff & faculty member is
invited to come & enjoy.
Another form of enjoyment
is available but this one is
during the activity hours. It's
the fall Mixed-Doubles tennis
tournament. Anyone interested please sign up on the bulletin board outside the gym
before the first meeting at
1:00 Tuesday, September 24
in t he gym. Don't miss your
cha nce t o show off your skills.
(Varsity tennis players are
not eligible for intramural
tennis)
Tennis trophies were presented by Mr. Gus Ziagos;
Director .9f Health, Physical
Education, .a.Q,d Recreation to

the _winners of the FacultyStaff
Tennis
Tournament
which took place during the
summer. There were a total of
26 participants in this successful tournament. The first
place trophies were won by
Dr. M. Belica and Dr. D.
Jordan. Mr. Ronald Faloona
and Mr. Ronald Glick acheived
the 2nd place position and also
received trophies. Congratulations to the winners.

LADIES - BATA
Tennis & Gym Shoe
White, Lt. Blue, Yellow
Reg. $11.00
tember 30 at Silver lake.
There are 9 teams looking
forward to this conference.
The team is also planning on
competing in the Parkside
Wisconsin ln':'itational. Mr.
Tony Schimpf is looking for
some good players to help
expand the team's ability.
High School experience on a
golf team preferred, or a score
of 80-83, no luck if over 90.
Any other question can be
answ~red by Schimpf in the
gym.

Attention Women! How's
your volleyball? That's good ·
enough,' because practice for
Swimming
their
way
the
Women's
Intramural
through the fall will be the
volleyball starts this week,
water polo team. They started
Tuesday at 1:00 in the gym.
their season this week playing
The tournament games begin
against Loyola and University
October 1. Teams consist of 8 of Illinois. The teams first
players each. You may form
home game is Friday, Sepyour own team or you can tember 27 at 5 p.m. in the ·
come alone and be placed on pool. Spectat ors ar e welcome
one. The Tuesday league is to observe this fa st moving
only open to non-physical sport.
education majors. The Thursday League is open to l!-ll
Th e cross country team
women. No mor e than t wo wa nts you! - t o come and
varsity team members per cheer them on that is. · The
team (includi°ng all women annual Northeastern Invitawho work out" with the team tional meet will be held today
this year).
at 4:00 in River Park (Bryn
Mawr & one block east of
Kedzie). There are 15 schools
The golf team has a couple
expected t " *.'.".":- , , --1 ~--. · ......: ~ ·•~
of "swinging" conferences
W ,ff"'t, .- C~· { l,~~'$1 :~'\-,~[ ;:,. .., f'! .... ~ ~
lined up this coming month.
·\ .• :9,.ti(.!1'~ ... i,-:,·: t f
• "
•
• - ~ he first • one • being ..,on .Sq~-

NOW $895
Athletic Footwear in Stock
Basketball, Tennis, Bowling, Football
Converse, Puma, Bata, Gola, Mitre

$295

NORTHEASTERN T-SHIRTS

20%

·,

TENNIS RACQUETS

GOLF BAGS

·½OFF

Bring in Ad for Discount .

.Ski ·Racquet
341 7 W. Bryn Mawr

One · Block Away

539-0338
t~·'~ _p:'i'1t on .anything _

